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March 15,2011

Mr. Vaugln Matacale

3200 Jennings Farm Drive
Wilson, North Carolina 27896

Mr. Matacale:

This report concems the investigations for septic system *itub'l'q and related development issues on

the 46.7 acre tract located adjacenito The Peninsula at Kerr Lake Subdivision in northern Vance County'

This tract is shown on the coimty tax parcels x 42.69 acres' Apparent$ some additional acreage has been

addedtotheparcelaccordingtothemapthatCarolinaForestryprovided.

The attached sketch map shows the locations of various soils areas on the property as well as selected

cultural features and drainage features. This map was prepared using property information obtained from

the original survey of the property boundary and of the adjoining subdivision. Aerial photography obtained

from the Vance County CiS weUiite was also used. The lopographic contours (2 ft. intervals-T'IDAR) were

obtained from the NC DOT GIS web site. The usDA soil survey maps of the area and the usGS

topographic map were also used as general guides to the soils, landforms and streams.

The soils areas and bormdaries were estimated from hand auger borings made at selected locations and

from field observations of soil related landforms and vegetatioo. fir" locations of the individual soil borings

as well as certain cultural features and drainage features were estimated using a Trimble mapping grade

GpS receiver. Soils areas 2a & 3a(on the ,o.rth .id" of the creeg were estimated from interpretations of the

USDA soil survey maps and were in part inferred frorn the topographic contours' These meas were not

specifically investigated by hand uog". Uotiogt. This informition should be sufficient in detail to estimate

dasibility for developing the property as per your intentions (at least three potential sites) for possible

future subdivision of the"prop*tty. eiOitiorui d"tult"d soils investigations may be needed if the property is

to be develoPed more intensivelY.

SOILS SUITABILITY

solls AREA 1: These soils will dominantly classify provisionally suitablg for conventional septic

system drainfields. These soils typically have clay subiolls that exhibit soils structure and are free of

seasonal wetness indicators within the upper 30 io *o.t than 36 inches of the soil profiles. These soils have

potential for conventional septic system &ainfields. There are few concerns for site modifications' However

there is a chance that"atgrrL" systems could be required locally possibly at site 1 depending upon the

final evaluation by the He-alth Oepartrnent. At grade systems involve the installation of approved fill

materials over the proposed drainfield area. T'hi sewage loading rates (LTAR) are estimated to range from

0.25 to 0.35 gal./sq. ft. of trench bottom for conventional drainfreld trenches

SOIS AREAS Z &Za: These soils will classify provisionall suitable to unsuitable for standard

conventional septic system drainfields. These soils have friable clay subsoils that exhibit soil structure and

are free of seasonal wetless indicators within the apper 24 to more than 30 inches of the soil profiles' These

soils have potential for modified conventional or altirnative (low pressure pipe) septic systems' The depth

to sffuctureless layers and depth to a seasonal \iletness condition are the main concerns. These soils can be

re-classified to prLvisionally suitable by using modifications for conventional systems, such as the
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shallow placement of trenches, the use of the "at grade" installatign or by using up-slope interceptor

drainage measures. At some locations low pressr1le pipe distribution systems may be required due to the

combination of soils a"pttr *a slope. For modified conventional drainfields the sewage loading rates

(LTAR) are estimated ro i*g" from 0.25 t9 0.39 *a/tq' ft' of trench bottom' For low pressure systems (if

needed) the sewage loading rates (LTAR) is estirJated io range from 0'10 to 0'12 gal'lsq' ft' of drainfield

area.

soILS AREAS 3 & 3a: These soils will generally classiff unsuitable for conventional or low pressure

pipe septic systems. The main potential limitations io ,r" * th" depth to structure less weathered rock

materials, the depth to a seasonal wetness condition, the presence oiexpansive clays in the subsoils' the

proximity to streams *Jpo- landscape position- Thesssoils are generally not recommended for sewage

disposal due to the ,"r"riry of tne fmiiations-a1d the high cost of the any alternative measures that could be

employed for sewage disposal (where allowable)'

SUMMARY

There are sufficient usable soils on this property to support the three building sites for four bedroom

dwellings or larger to meet your proposed development objectivest Four sites are identified on the atlached

map, which ut iltzp areat sols ror drainfields. The house .it"t * shown will allow for gravity conventional

septic systems with few if any concerns for modifications. If necessary area 2 soils can be desigrrated for

repair drainfields. There is a somewhat higher probability that site or system modifications will be required

for area 2 soils.

This property apparently has a significan{y greator potential for development above youf present

,"quir"m"nt . fneie is 
" 

g""a cnanc"e that significant areas of soils that me usable for septic systems are

available in area 2a. Ls iidicated above the interpretations of this arga and arca3aare based on our

interpretations of the usDA soils maps. rni, *up reflects our experience is that the more steeply sloping

areas will most likely contain unsuitatle soils. The USDA soils maps have some utility relative to sewage

disposal regulations, but cannot be taken strictly atfacevalue,-because. the usDA classification system does

not correspond directly with the state North carotina Sewage Disposal regulations' Furthermore the usDA

maps do not show all of the relevant soils detail for the plarningof a small lot residential subdivision'

Inclusions of contrasting soils of 1 to 3 acres in size often occur in the mapped areas'

Attached with this report is a copy of the usDA soils map for the Peninsula subdivision showing the

soil units (ceBl,epe & weD) that have moderate limitations, and the (hB) soil unit that has-severe

limitations for septic ,vr,"-" 'Moderate 
limitations are often interpreted as being provisionally suitable for

septic systems ano severe limitations usually indicate soils unsuitable for septic systems' A copy of our

detailed soils map for the subdivision is also attached, which shows suitability based on Stale Sewage

Disposal Regulations. This map shows that significant areas of unsuilable soils were identified in the areas

classified as having moderate li*it,tio,, ty trre usoe. Based on this information you might expect Some

additional unsuitable soils to be present in weaZa'

Please note the sffeam features (blue line) that are shown on the map' Permits fr9T fu Arrny Corps of

Engineers and the NC DNER, Division of water Qualrty will be required for any additional impacts to
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these sffeams. Also there may be some small wetland areas associated with these features. Permits are also

required for wetland imPacts.

please call me if you have any questions concerning these investigations or this report-

Sincerely

Daniel J. Bliley

March 16,2011


